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SHOCK INITIATION OF NITROMETHANE
.

C.S. Yoo and N.C. Holmes

. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore, California 94551

The shock initiation processes of nitromcthane have been examined by using a fast time-resolved emission spectroscopy at a two-

stage gas gun. A broad, but strong emission has bccn observed in a spectral range between 350 nm and 700 nm from the shocked

nitromethane above 9 GPa. The temporal profile suggests that the shocked nitromethane detonaies through three characteristic

periods, namely an induction period, a shock initiation period, and a thermal explosion period. In this paper we will discuss the

temporal and chemical characteristics of these periods and present the temperature of the shock-detonating nitromethane at

pressures between 9 and 15 GPa.

INTRODUCTION .target design and various shock states. The nitromcthane is
contained in a 6 ram-thick cavity between an AI ha_ plate

In homogeneous high explosives like nitromethane the and s sapphire window. The impactor is also made of

detonation is believed to occur by thermal explosion at the aluminum and is accelerated to a velocity 2-3.2 Km/s using

rear boundary;1"3that is, rapid exothermic reactions which a R-stage gas gun. The impedance matching technique using

feed the energy into the shock front and increase the the Hugoniot of AI4 and Mic-Omneiscn equation of state for

temperature and pressure. This chemical energy brings the nitromethan_ was used to obtain the thermodynamic state of

• urtrcactedhigh explosive at the shock front to a substantially shock comprcssod nitmmcthanc.

higher thermodynamic state, the von-Neumann spike, from ' Emissions from the shocked and detonating nitromethane

which the chemical reaction takes place to a steady is time-resolved in a direction parallel to the shock

detonation state, the C-J state. The energetics of these propagation. An optical fiber bundle is used to collect the

processes arc relatively well known in many explosives, emission from a small centre! area of the sample where the

including the spike and C-J conditions, detonation wave shock state is well defined in one-dimension and, thus,

velocity, and material velocity. However, chemistry of these provides fast time resolution that primarily depends on the

processes is not well known at the molecular level. For

example, it has not bccn understood how the shock ,M_ _t,_ ,_***_

compressed explosive initiates the chemical reaction and _
evolves into the detonation products ILkcgraphite, H20, CO, JR•
CO2, etc.

_- A reasonable approach to obtain an ins_,ghtof the shock
ml

initiation and detonation of high explosives is time-resolved _ _ ,..,_

. spectroscopy which can directly probe the chemical species _. ,"

and their changes in time. In this paper we report the results

of emission studies of shock compressed nitromethane. Fig 1. Schematics of the emission experiment of shocked
nitromethane showing a target design and shock states.

EXPERIMENTS rise time of the recording electronics. Time and spectral

Figure 1 depicts three schematics of the emission resolution of the system arc approximately 1 ns and 2 rim,

experiments of shock-detonating nitromethane showing the respectively. The detailed description of the system can be



found elsewhere. 6 will see that neither is the reaction front optically thick, nor

Three instances are shown in the figure: (a) prior to the the shocked nitromethane is chemically inert or optically

instant of impact, (b) after the impact but prior to thermal transparent. The emission characteristics are rather

explosion, and (e) after thermal explosion. The shock complicated by the initiation process of shocked 4

temperature of nitromethane at 10 GPa is estimated to be nitromethane, which occurs prior to the thermal explosion .

approximately 1000 IC The thermal explosion temperature and strongly depends on time and pressure.
of nitromethane is estimated to be over 3000 K. Based on

black-body radiation the emission interlsity at 1000 K is RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

roughly six orders of magnitude less than that at 3000 K in

the spectral region between 350 nm and 700 nm where the Figure 2 shows the temporal characteristics of emission

emission spectrum is recorded in this study. Therefore, obtained from shock detonating nitromethane at several

thermal emission of shocked, but unreacted nitromethane is pressures. The emission intensity peaks at some time after

negligible, nitromethane is shocked and then, levels off to a steady
value. The spike of the emission intensity change clearlyNitromethane has an absorption band above 300 nm,

peaking at 270 rim. The pressure dependent shift of this represents a rapid cxothermic chemical reaction of shocked

band is estimated to be rather small, less than -2 nm/GPa.7 nitromethane. This explosion time (re) strongly depends on

This means that both shocked and unshocked nitromethanc pressure. It occurs at 1.2 ps after the shock wave enters

are optically clear in a spectral range between 350 nm and nitromethane at 9 GPa and at 60 ns at 15 GPa. It is also

' 700 nm, as far as they remain unreacted. On the other hand, evident at the 15, 13, 11 GPa experiments that there is a

the reaction products of shocked nitmmethane such as small jump in the emission intensity just before it reaches a

carbon particles and graphite are believed to be optically steady level. This likely represents that the reaction front
catches up the shock front (tc). From this time on, thethick due to absorption and scattering. 8 Assuming no

reactions of the shocked nitromethane prior to thermal thermal explosion takes place directly from the unshocked

explosion this experiment should monitor the emission nitmmethane. A small rise in the emission intensity is also

coming from a thin layer at the reaction front, and its evident prior to the rapid rise by thermal explosion (ti; ex,

temporal change should represent the chemical evolution of see the 264 ns jump at 9 GPa). We attribute this to the
initiation of shocked nitromethane before the explosion takesshocked nitromethane at the reaction front. However, we
place. The initiation process has also been observed in the

previous measurements.2 This shock-initiation may result in

0 two consequences: smearing the explosion front and

increasing the opacity of the shock-initiated nitromethane in

.o.1 _ time. The intensity decrease after the peak value may reflect
E

• 11_ _ those.-0.2

z. .... }_G_ ..... nilromethane can be classified into three regions based on the "-

temporal behavior of the emission intensity. (1) An induction

-0.4 period (before ti) during which shocked nitromethane "

remains unreacted and transparent at relatively low

-0.s temperature of 1000 K, (2) a shock initiation period (from ti.o.1 o.1 o.s o.s 0.7 o.o 1.1 1.3

Time(its) to te) in which the shocked nitromethane initiates the

reaction, and finally (3) a thermal explosion period (after te)

Fig 2. Time-resolved emission intensity changes of shocked during which rapid exothermic reactions take place to

nitromethane at several pressures, produce the stable detonation products. Figure 3 shows the



pressure dependence of the initiation and thermal explosion to the fact that the normal detonation front is very sharp,

times, together with that of the catch-up time. While teandtc whereas the superdetonation front is smeared by the

agree well with the previous ones, this work shows that initiation reactions occurring behind the shock front.

nitromethane starts the initial reaction at substantially earlier Therefore, the reaction zone after the von-Neumann spike is

time than that reported previously. This is probably due to extremely narrow at these pressures, and the steady

• higher sensitivity of the current recording system, temperature may represent the temperature at a condition

The spectral characteristics of shocked nitromethane similar to the CJ temperature. On the other hand, the

were also obtained after the thermal explosion occurred, superdetonation front is relatively smeared by the initiation

However, the spectral characteristics in the initiation time reactions and, therefore, the emission is obtained in a

period were not resolved due to the extremely low intensity relatively thick chemical region, where the temperature

(see Fig 2). Therefore, at the present time we know nothing strongly varies with pressure.

about the spectral characteristics of thermal emission at the The emission spectrum is best fit with the emissivity

initiation period. In the explosion period no emission value 1.0 for all the experiments, representing black-body

radiation. This would mean that the thermal emission likely
'_ "_'' I'' "'1 .... I .... I .... I'' "" I .... I ....

, A ,, comes from the carboneous species such as graphite. If so,
0 A

- a.q---_ _,_t( the carbon nucleation and growth kinetics should be
°i CD

1000 coo ,, | important processes occurring in this thermal explosionO t
period.• I • It

t:® too _ _ 47oo • , • , • , • , • , •tI:: I

°"- I - -.-- I... 1_0 . . _..q,_ _ _K_ ..
• A catchuptime _ .. • • "'"

4300
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Fig 3. The pressure dependence of the initiation time, sgoo If-

thermal explosion time, and catch-up time.
3700 , I , I , I , I f t .

features are apparent to characterize the transients or reaction 10 11 12 . 13 14 15 16

products, but there is only a broad emission band between Pressure(GPa)

350 nm and 700 nm. Assuming thermal emission, the Fig 4. The temperatures of shock detonating nitromethane at

temperature of shocked nitromethane can be obtained from a several pressures.

gray-body radiation fit. Figure 4 shows the temperatures at

the spike and the steady-state, which could represent the

temperatures of the reaction front of shock-compressed ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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